INSTRUCTIONS

- Review the Questions
- Watch Finding Fellowship: The Film
- Pick a few questions from each category to discuss
- Share interesting comments and student responses with educationdep@blackrockcenter.org.

COMMUNITY

- What is community? How do you define community?
- Why is community important?
- What do you know about the local history of your community?
- What do you want to know?
- How can you go about learning these stories?
- Do you have a story about your community?
- How has your story influenced others?
- What about your parents/grandparents’ story would you like to learn?

CHANGE & EVOLUTION

- How has your community changed over time?
- What physical changes have you witnessed?
- What non-physical changes have you witnessed?
- What are your initial reactions to the change?
- What are some reasons for change and development in a community?
- Is there such thing as good or bad development?
- If yes, how would you define it?
- How have local, national or global leaders impacted your community?
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HISTORIC VALUE & CURRENT EVENTS

- How do you value history? And does that influence your idea of community?
- Do you relate any of this history to current events? Does it help to provide context for current events?
- Do you see segregation existing in our communities today? How so? What are other types of segregation aside from racial that affect the dynamic of a community?
- What do Martin Luther King’s words mean to you today? What do his words mean to your community?

NOTES